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Scan abutments
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For desktop scanning
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The world order has been restored

BACK AT THE CLINIC

DESS CAD/CAM SUPER-HEROES

Premill Blank

AURUMBase

Analogue

Scan Abutment

Ti-Base
NAME: AURUMBase®
ALIASES: ANGLEBase®
SUPER POWERS: Screw channel access up to 25° and 360° rotation, parallel walls with engaging and non-engaging ability, Select-Grip surface for superior bonding
TEAM: CAD-CAM solutions
POWER STATS:
STRENGTH
DURABILITY
RETENTION

NAME: Analogues
ALIASES: Replica
SUPER POWERS: Titanium and Stainless Steel, anodised and colour coded
TEAM: Analogue/Digital, CAD-CAM solutions
POWER STATS:
STRENGTH
DURABILITY
RETENTION

NAME: Premilled Blanks
ALIASES: Customized abutments
SUPER POWERS: Titanium and CrCo, 10mm or 14mm diameter, can transform its shape to the desire design
TEAM: CAD-CAM solutions
POWER STATS:
STRENGTH
DURABILITY
RETENTION

NAME: Ti-base
ALIASES: Interface, Titanium base
SUPER POWERS: Different gingival height for optimal positioning, engaging and non-engaging ability, Select-Grip surface for superior bonding
TEAM: Ti-Bases, CAD-CAM solutions
POWER STATS:
STRENGTH
DURABILITY
RETENTION

NAME: Screws
ALIASES: Perfect thread to match implant connection. 3 different disguises Standard, DLC, TIN
TEAM: CAD-CAM solutions
POWER STATS:
STRENGTH
DURABILITY
RETENTION

NAME: Transfers
ALIASES: Impression Copy
SUPER POWERS: Capable of copying the exact position of the Implant both for closed and open tray
TEAM: Analogue
POWER STATS:
STRENGTH
DURABILITY
RETENTION

NAME: Scan Abutments
ALIASES: Scan body
SUPER POWERS: Photogenic; no matter the conditions, they produce a neat and sharp image, every time, manufactured in peek and titanium.
TEAM: CAD-CAM solutions
POWER STATS:
STRENGTH
DURABILITY
RETENTION

DESS
DENTAL SMART SOLUTIONS
www.dess-abutments.com
info@dess-abutments.com
+34 93 564 6006